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ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS INSPIRED BY VISION

INTRODUCTION

PROVIDING UNIQUE, INNOVATIVE AND COST-EFFECTIVE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS SINCE 2010

Sefateng Chrome Valley Development (SCVD) has implemented
a new material handling system at their Sefateng Chrome Mine.
This project comprised the construction of the main conveyor
system, to transport ore from the underground workings to the
project stockpiles. Nurizon was appointed as the design
consultant for this project.
The Main Conveyor system comprises the following elements:
300t/hr Main Conveyor system;
1,050mm and 1,200mm conveyor belt widths;
Conveyors (complete with head and tail sections, drives
and take-up arrangements):
Conveyor DC1:
- Underground Section (Portal / Shaft); and
- Overland Section.
Conveyor DC1 (future underground conveyor)
Transfer Tower;
Conveyor SC1;
Luffing / Slewing Conveyor SL1;
Conveyor SC4 (Waste Conveyor).
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MAIN CONVEYOR SYSTEM

GENERAL
300t/hr Main Conveyor system to be constructed, including head and tails ends,
drives, take-up arrangements, transfer and luffing / slewing stacker, as detailed
below. The appointed Contractor was responsible for the following elements of
the project:
Shop detailing ;
Fabrication and corrosion protection;
Procuring of mechanical and electrical equipment / elements;
Site Establishment;
Health and Safety requirements, including medicals and inductions;
Transport;
Installation / Construction; and
Commissioning (hot and cold commissioning).

CONVEYOR DC1
Underground Section (High wall and portal):
±10° incline shaft from the high wall (high wall);
Length of underground section is approximately 85m;
Elements:
Tail end arrangement – existing tail end structure (free-issue);
Hopper and feeder arrangement (new). Material to be loaded by a AARF 5.5 LP LHD (side tipping);
Existing Magnet (free issue); and
Existing Conveyor stringers (free issue - 1,200mm conveyor belt width). Modifications are required, in terms of the stringer supports. The stringers will be
anchored to the shaft floor.

CONVEYOR DC1

CONVEYOR DC 1
ABOVE GROUND SECTION
The length of the underground section is approximately 110m;
Elements:
Conveyor gantries and trestles (1,200 belt width) (new);
Existing Conveyor stringers (free issue - 1,200mm conveyor belt
width). Modifications are required in terms of the stringer supports.
The stringers will be either (i) anchored to the rock level or (ii) founded
on concrete plinths.
Precast Concrete Culvert sections, under the existing road (new).
Take-out price item (planned to be undertaken by Sefateng Mine).
Existing belt sampler (free issue);
Existing drive station, complete with take-up arrangement (free
issue);
Existing Head Frame arrangement (free issue); and
Transfer Tower (new)

CONVEYOR SC1
The length of the conveyor is approximately 390m;
Elements:
Take-up Arrangement (new)
Overland conveyor stringers (1,050 belt width) (new). Two options, as per the BoQ:
3m pipe stringer sections (Melco or similar approved); or
9m conventional conveyor stringer sections.
Head frame arrangement (new), including trestles (new)

CONVEYOR SC1

LUFFING / SLEWING CONVEYOR SL1

The length of the conveyor is approximately 30m;
Elements:
Discharge height = 9.1m
1,050mm wide pain belt
37kW 525V 50Hz IE3 WEG electric motor
Belt speed = 1.79m/s
Drive pulley fitted with cleaning scraper
Tail pulley fitted v-plough scraper
Heavy Duty Height adjustable support legs mounted Slewing axle with wheels

CONVEYOR SC4 (WASTE CONVEYOR)
The length of the conveyor is approximately 31m;
Elements:
Take-up Arrangement (new).
Conveyor gantries with trestles (new).
Head frame arrangement (new), including trestles (new).

CONVEYOR SC4 (WASTE CONVEYOR)

YOUR AFRICA ENGINEERING EXPERTS
PROVIDING UNIQUE, INNOVATIVE AND COST-EFFECTIVE ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS SINCE 2010
Nurizon has been built on a solid foundation of three core values – Innovation, Professionalism and Openness. With these fundamentals in place, we have built invaluable
trust-relationships with local and international clients, continually providing them with security, comfort and confidence as we continue to deliver quality integrated
solutions for their projects.
With many years of combined experience, we are able to assist from the onset to completion of your project, to ensure the finest possible outcome. Our ‘beyond
boundaries’ approach makes us renowned for our adaptability, as we naturally view every project with an element of uniqueness. Consistently maintaining remarkably high
standards, we continue to thrive on repeat business, secured by work relationships built on integrity, by applying our core values in every aspect of conducting business.

AFRICA
EXPERTS
Having

completed

INTERNATIONAL
FOOTPRINT
numerous

successful projects on the African
continent over the past decade, with
a head office based in South Africa, we
understand the challenges in terms of
logistics and politics within the African
environment.
Our Directors and Senior staff members
are hands-on from the onset to
completion of each project and we pride
ourselves on providing quality service.

MULTIDISCIPLINARY
With our vibrant team of handpicked engineers and support
staff, well experienced in working
in various multidisciplinary
engineering environments, no
challenge is too great for the
NuTeam to take on!

Our project portfolio is
exceptionally varied, with 430+
successfully
completed
projects in 24+ different
countries across the African,
European
and
Oceania
continents. Our head offices in
UK and South Africa provides
for easy access to the African
and European contents.
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WHO WE ARE BY NUMBERS
430+
ACROSS

10+

1

SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED PROJECTS

24+

DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

YEARS EXPERIENCE

VIBRANT, HAND-PICKED, AND
EXPERIENCED

NU-TEAM

CONTACT US
South Africa
ADDRESS
Building 6A, Regency Pavilion, 36 Regency Drive,
Route 21 Corporate Park

PHONE
+27 (0) 12 345 3649

EMAIL
info@nurizon.co.za

United Kingdom
ADDRESS
Suite 6.03, One Crown Square, Woking, Surrey, GU21 6HR

PHONE
+44 (0) 1483 366 033

EMAIL
info@nurizon.co.uk

www.nurizonconsulting.com

